SITE-SPECIFIC PMP STUDIES
AN ALTERNATIVE TO GENERALIZED PMP VALUES FOR DAM AND SPILLWAY DESIGN
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WHY A SITE-SPECIFIC PMP STUDY?
• Updated PMP values; potential reductions in dam/spillway construction or remediation costs via reduced PMF.
• Potential for enhanced water management options, i.e., the ability to hold more water.

WHO ARE OUR CLIENTS?
• Dam owners/operators facing licensing/re-licensing, retrofit or repairs.
• Engineering companies serving dam owners/operators.

WHAT WE OFFER
• Phase I - Feasibility Studies identify critical issues and indicate the likely outcome of a full study. Phase I studies limit cost exposure, providing a first look at pivotal project-specific factors.
• Phase II - Full PMP Studies address several important site-specific factors affecting PMP, yielding well documented, highly focused, refined estimates.

STUDY ACCEPTANCE, A CRUCIAL FACTOR
• We and our clients enjoy a large and steadily growing track record of PMP study acceptance by regulatory agencies.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
• Visit our web site at www.nawcinc.com
• E-mail us at nawc@nawcinc.com or call Mark Solak / Don Griffith at 801-942-9005 to discuss your specific project needs.